Speaker localization with microphone arrays has received significant attention in the past decade as a means for automated speaker tracking of individuals in a closed space for videoconferencing systems, directed speech capture systems, and surveillance systems. Traditional techniques are based on estimating the relative time difference of arrivals (TDOA) between different channels, by utilizing crosscorrelation function. As we show in the context of speaker localization, these estimates yield poor results, due to the joint effect of reverberation and the directivity of sound sources. In this paper, we present a novel method that utilizes a priori acoustic information of the monitored region, which makes it possible to localize directional sound sources by taking the effect of reverberation into account. The proposed method shows significant improvement of performance compared with traditional methods in "noise-free" condition. Further work is required to extend its capabilities to noisy environments.
INTRODUCTION
The inverse problem of localizing a source by using signal measurements at an array of sensors is a classical problem in signal processing, with applications in sonar, radar, and acoustic engineering. In this paper, we focus on a subset of these efforts, where the speaker is to be localized in a conference environment. Brandstein's book [1] provides a comprehensive introduction to the state-of-the-art methods in this field. Generally, three classes of source localization algorithms are taken into account: (i) high-resolution spectral estimation [2, 3] , (ii) steered beamformer energy response [4, 5] , and (iii) estimation of time difference of arrivals (TDOA) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Some algorithms combine features from more than one class such as the accumulated correlation method [11] which has shown [12] how to combine the accuracy of beamforming and the computational efficiency of TDOA-based techniques [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In 1976, Knapp and Carter [13] proposed the generalized cross-correlation (GCC) method that was the most popular technique for TDOA estimation. Since then, many new ideas have been proposed to deal more effectively with noise and reverberation by taking advantage of the nature of a speech signal [14, 15] or by utilizing redundant information from multiple sensor pairs [11, [16] [17] [18] . Another interesting approach is to utilize the impulse response functions from the source to the microphones. There exist two branches which follow this strategy. The first one is the high-resolution spectral estimation technique [2, 3] where the transfer functions are estimated blindly by an adaptive algorithm intended to find the eigenvalues of the cross-correlation matrix. The more accurate this estimate is, the better the relative delay between the two microphone signals can be estimated. Unfortunately, in practical applications, this estimate is still not usable because of its high sensitivity to noise. The second method is termed the "matched filter array-" (MFA-) based algorithm [19, 20] in which the impulse response functions are precomputed by exploiting the known geometric relationship between the sound source and an array of sensors, based on the image model method [21, 22] . By convolving the captured signal with the precomputed impulse responses, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a delay-and-sum beamformer could be significantly increased [19, 20] , however, its computational demand is also significant. Due to the high 2 EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing computational requirement, the real-time application of this method requires a special hardware system [23] , thus it has not become widely used.
In this paper, we propose a novel method that integrates the fundamental idea of MFA-based methods into a computationally efficient framework. Our algorithm utilizes precomputed impulse response functions to integrate the effect of reverberation as an additional cue. The hypothetical source location is determined on the basis of matching between the precomputed and the observed map. A similar concept was utilized in [24] , where synthesized response patterns of beamformer were compared to observed patterns. In our study, we consider the effect of source directivity on source localization performance; thus our system can more accurately localize nonisotropic sound sources (e.g., human sources) as well, without being limited by their orientation.
THE ACOUSTIC MODEL
The source localization problem has led to several proposed signal models which are discussed in [2] . In our work, we utilize a similar signal model that was previously used by Renomeron and his colleagues in [20] . We assume a sound source of point like spatial extent at location s, where s ∈ Cand C is a set of discrete points in three-dimensional space, related to possible sound source locations. In addition, we assume that the sound source directivity is given by function ξ s (φ, θ), where φ is the azimuth and θ is the elevation angle. There are N microphones located at m i (m i ∈ C, i = 1 · · · N) with directivities given by function ξ m (φ, θ). The acoustic environment is taken into account as a set of surfaces with given spatial extent and with their independent acoustic absorbing coefficient (β). The effect of reverberation is modeled by frequency-independent specular reflections where the reflected path of sound propagation can be constructed by the image model method [21, 22] . In more complex environments, this can also be done, by more efficiently computable techniques such as ray tracing [25] or beam tracing [26, 27] . The set of sound propagation paths between the source and microphone i is denoted by P i . In Figure 1 , a simplified twodimensional example can be seen with two reflecting surfaces where a direct path (solid line), two first-order reflection paths (dashed line), and one second-order reflection path (dotted line) are depicted for each microphone. The azimuth angle of the sound source is interpreted as shown in the figure.
According to the above model, the signal recorded by the ith microphone can be written as
where u is the signal emitted by the source (s), t is time, τ p is the time required for the sound to travel through path p, and η i is additive mutually uncorrelated Gaussian white noise. The list of reflecting surfaces that act along a specified propagation path p is denoted by R p . Function α represents the effect of attenuation, which in the case of direct propagation is given as
while in case of reverberant path,
where v sound is the velocity of sound, r an element of R p , β(r) the absorbing coefficient of the reflecting surface r, φ s,p and θ s,p the azimuthal and elevation angles of the propagation path p when leaving the source, while φ m,s and θ m,s are the azimuthal and elevation angles of the same path measured at microphone i.
THE EFFECT OF THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT ON THE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION
The traditional method of TDOA estimation is based on the well-known cross-correlation function which is computed between two recorded signals as
where E denotes expectation. The argument k that maximizes (4) provides an estimate of the TDOA. Because of the finite observation time, however, R xi,xj (k) can only be estimated. A widely used estimation method is the computation of
where 2·W is the time length of window on which the correlation is computed. The range of potential TDOA is restricted to an interval,
, which is determined by the physical separation between the microphones from
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In an anechoic chamber, the highest peak of the crosscorrelation function unambiguously assigns the TDOA; however, in everyday acoustic environments, reverberation makes the estimation unreliable, since the delayed replicas of the original signal add unwanted peaks to the correlation function. In our model, the height and place of unwanted peaks can be predicted. In order to make this estimation possible, we substitute (1) into (5) and after some algebraic manipulations which are detailed in the appendix, we obtain the following form:
where P i and P j are sets of propagation paths from the source to microphones i and j, respectively. The c u,u (τ p − τ q − k) is the autocorrelation function of signal u with lag k, shifted by (τ p − τ q ) along the time axis and × denotes the Cartesian product, where (p, q) assigns a 2-tuple, where p ∈ P i and q ∈ P j . The cross-correlation function without the joint effect of two specified paths f ∈ P i and g ∈ P j is denoted by
Unfortunately, the computation of (7) is not possible, since the original signal (u) is not available, thus its autocorrelation function (c u,u ) is not computable. On the other hand, by examining the properties of the autocorrelation function, we can have assumptions regarding certain features of the crosscorrelation function.
The autocorrelation function has its highest peak with the steepest slope at zero lag (i.e., zero-peak). There are also other smaller peaks with less steep slopes, caused by the periodicity of the signal. The less periodic the signal is, the smaller the further peaks will be. By assuming an aperiodic signal such as Dirac delta, peaks, that is, local maxima of the cross-correlation function can be exactly predicted, since the autocorrelation function (c u,u ) has only one peak. This observation is valid in case of other aperiodic signals too. In those cases the term "peak" refers to high correlation value, higher than the multiple of the mean of the two signals. When the incoming signal is not completely aperiodic, as happens in case of speech signals, local maximum caused by reverberation appears in the cross-correlation function if there exist paths f and g such that
where The exact determination of cases when the above conditions hold is not possible without knowing the spectral content of the incoming signal. Nevertheless, the probability of occurrence of local maxima increases if
where h =0, that is, the attenuation of a given reverberation path is small, and the nonzero peaks of autocorrelation function are small compared to the height of the zero peak. By using the well-known phase transformation (PHAT) weighting [13] , the incoming signal can be whitened and the second condition can be fulfilled. As a consequence of the above properties, we can define the predicted local maxima function of the cross-correlation function as
where δ(τ p − τ q − k) is the shifted Dirac delta function at lag k. This function does not predict every local maximum of the cross-correlation function. Additional local maxima might exist, owing to the periodicity of the incoming signal, while at the same time, weak reflections do not necessarily produce local maxima. For this, p xi,xj (k) can also be referred to as the probability of existence of local maxima at c xi,xj (k), although the term "probability" is used loosely (i.e., not in its strict sense). In Figure 2 , the cross-correlation function (upper diagram) and the predicted local maxima function (bottom diagram) are illustrated for an omnidirectional source located in the environment shown in Figure 1 , and when u is equal to "k" as uttered by a male speaker in an anechoic chamber. It can be seen in Figure 2 that at the places, where p x1,x2 (k) predicts local maxima with relatively high probability, local maxima appear in the cross-correlation function. Figure 2 illustrates the effect of PHAT weighting as well. Correlation computation on the whitened signals (dotted line in Figure 2 ) highlights the reverberation effects by suppressing correlation peaks caused by signal periodicity. In Figure 2 , squares on the cross-correlation function indicate places of supposed local maxima where reverberation takes effect.
Local maxima of cross-correlation function (either PHAT weighted or not) in Figure 2 are identified by a twodigit code. The first digit identifies the code of the path which has reached m 1 , while the second digit identifies the path which has reached m 2 . The path code 1 indicates the direct path (solid line in Figure 1) ; codes 2 and 3 are the first-order reflections from reflectors r 1 and r 2 , respectively (dashed lines in Figure 1) ; while code 4 is the second-order reflection path (dotted line in Figure 1 ).
The probability function of local maxima in the crosscorrelation function (p xi,xj (k)) depends on the properties of the acoustic configuration, that is, the location of the sound source and the location of reflector surfaces. Thus, by assuming that the reflecting surfaces are fixed, in order to indicate the source location, an additional suffix s has to be affixed to p xi,xj (k). Thus, p s,xi,xj (k) refers to p xi,xj (k) when the source is at location s. 
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Effect of source directivity
Until now, earlier studies about source localization have not considered the directional characteristics of the source; however, by examining the effect of source directivity, several phenomena can be explained. The relatively weak performance of TDOA-based speaker localization systems used currently is interpreted as the consequence of reverberation that causes spurious peaks in the cross-correlation function, since two reflected paths with the same propagation delay to the microphone may add leading to a higher peak, resulting in false TDOA estimation. By taking source and microphone directivity into account, the coincidence of time difference of reverberation paths is not a necessary condition for the occurrence of false TDOA estimation. Due to the joint effect of the source and microphone directivity, a less attenuated reverberation path may result in a peak higher than that of the direct path. Although in speaker localization systems the application of omnidirectional microphones is widely spread, the directional characteristic of mouth [28] may lead to a difference of several dB in the level of attenuation between different paths. The current attenuation level depends on the spectral content of the speech uttered from the mouth. Even so, as stated in the second section, we apply a frequency-independent model, thus the directivity of mouth is modeled by a function which is independent of the frequency. The attenuation to a given direction is considered to be the average of attenuation computed in the spectral region of interest. Using this simplification, we can state when
holds, the highest peak will not assign the true source location. In expression (12), indices r and d denote any reflected and direct path, respectively. In Figure 3 , the effect of source directivity of a human speaker in the environment in Figure 1 is illustrated. The cross-correlation function and the probabilities of local maxima in c x1,x2 (k) for 270
• head direction are depicted in Figure 3 . As it can be seen, the highest peak of the crosscorrelation function (3-3) gives a false TDOA, resulting in bad location estimates in traditional TDOA-based algorithms [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
To find the correct TDOA, the directivity of nonisotropic sound sources should be considered and the definition of predicted local maxima function has to be extended to a direction-specific form. The latter is given by p s,φ,θ,xi,xj (k), where s is the location of sound source, x i and x j refer to the signals recorded by microphone i, and j, φ, and θ are the azimuthal and elevation orientations of the source, respectively.
A predicted local maxima function is to be created for each microphone pair based on the given acoustic configuration, that is, the location of sound source and microphones, the direction of sound source, and the acoustic properties of the environment. In fixed acoustic environment, the number of predicted local maxima functions is 
AGGREGATE EFFECT OF THE ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT
The proper accumulation of the local maxima predictions of microphone pair combinations is essential for constructing a robust and computationally efficient algorithm. An effective method was published in [11] , which follows the principle of least commitment. It is effective as it delays the decision as long as possible, resulting in more robust behavior. The idea is to map the PHAT-weighted cross-correlation functions to a common coordinate system according to
where £(l) is the likelihood that the source is at location l(l ∈ C); τ i,l and τ j,l are the travel times of the sound wave from location l to microphones i and j, respectively. In this paper, we apply this idea to accumulate the local maxima predictions of the cross-correlation functions, thus we define
where p RM (s,φ,θ) (l) is the accumulated prediction of local maxima at location l for the acoustic setup (s, φ, θ) ∈ A C , in which s is the location of the sound source, φ and θ its azimuth and elevation angles. Note that the probability of local maxima in c xi,xj (k) depends on the attenuation of delayed replicas caused by reverberation, thus p RM s,φ,θ (l) could also be referred to as the accumulated effect of reverberation at location l, By computation of p RM s,φ,θ (l) for every possible source location point, the so-called accumulated predicted reverberation-effect map (later referred to as predicted reverberation map) can be created, which is denoted by p RM s,φ,θ . Figure 4 shows two predicted reverberation maps: one for the arrangement in Figure 1 (left) and the other for the same arrangement but with an additional microphone (right). The source in this example is assumed to be omnidirectional.
The outstanding features of these maps are their local maxima points. Thus a subset of local maxima points of predicted reverberation map is referred to as
where T r is a parameter denoting the lowest level of the predicted reverberation effect that needs to be considered, p
is the set of local maxima points. Note that, in the following space, we will use "hat" sign ( ·) to denote the local maxima of an arbitrary map, while "double-hat" sign ( ·) will be used to refer to the local maxima points which are above a certain limit.
SOLVING THE INVERSE PROBLEM
In source localization practice, the inputs are records of microphone signals from which a set of cross-correlation functions can be computed. The cross-correlations can be mapped to the monitored region as shown in (13) . By computing the likelihood for every possible source location point, the accumulated correlation map (£) [11] can be created, where £(l) refers to the likelihood of source at location l. In [11] , the location with the highest probability is selected as the hypothetical source location point. In our approach, we utilize this probability map but we defer the decision and integrate the effect of reverberation as an additional cue to make our estimation robust, as far as speaker direction is concerned. As we have shown, earlier reverberation causes local maxima in the cross-correlation function. This information is highlighted by applying PHAT weighting during crosscorrelation computation. Thus, by finding the local maxima of the accumulated correlation map, the effect of reverberation can be summed up to define
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where £ indicates the local maxima points of the accumulated correlation map, T r is the parameter of the lowest limit of significant reverberation effect, and £ max = max l∈C {£(l)}.
Finding the prestored configuration which fits observations best
In the previous sections, we have considered a method for creating predictions and have discussed how to extract the effect of reverberation from our measurement. In the following section, a similarity measure between predictions and observation is analyzed. First, based on the accumulated correlation map (£), the so-called feasible configuration set ( f C ) is created. The members of the feasible configuration set ( f C = {(z, φ, θ) ∈ C A } ⊂ C A ) are configurations, such that the accumulated correlation value at the predicted maximum location (m ∈ C, p RM z,φ,θ (m) = max l∈C {p RM z,φ,θ (l)}) is close to the maximum of the accumulated correlation map (£ max ·T c < £(m)), where T c controls the acceptable difference compared to the maximum of accumulated correlation map (£ max ). In the following steps, selection of the most probable configuration among these feasible configurations ( f C ) will be discussed.
Note that both the selected local maxima of the predicted reverberation maps ( p RM s,φ,θ ), which are stored for every possible configuration ((s, φ, θ) ∈ C A ), and the selected local maxima of the accumulated correlation map ( £), which is computed from the cross-correlation function, contain points from the monitored region (C). In both cases, a value is assigned to every location of these maps ((p (| £|) could also vary due to noise, thus the similarity of these two point sets should be measured through global properties such as the center of gravity (P cg ). As a consequence, the matching of an observation to the elements of f c is computed as D(z, φ, θ)
where the first term shows the distance from the center of gravities of the prediction (z, φ, θ) to that of the observation.
The computation of center of gravity on any
£} map can be carried out by evaluating
where M(m) is the value of map M at location m ∈ M and T TDOA (m) assigns an . T TDOA (·) assigns an operator that projects an arbitrary location from C to S TDOA as given by
where T assigns the transpose operation, χ k k = 1... (17) is thedistance between the so-called inverse center of gravity (P icg ) points where the inverse center of gravity of map (M) is computed from
, (21) where M max is the maximum value of map M.
In (17), · denotes the length of a vector in the TDOA space which interconnects the points arising from either P icg or P cg , and can be computed as
where v TDOA ∈ S TDOA and v k is the kth coordinate of v TDOA . The hypothetical source location point determined by the proposed method is the best matching configuration and is selected as
To sum up what is mentioned in the previous sections, we extended the accumulated correlation algorithm for acoustic localization. We have built offline maps that store the reverberation effect of different acoustic configurations. The observation gathered from the microphone records were compared to these prestored maps to find the best match, which yields the most likely source location.
EFFECT OF DISCRETIZATION
The above equations assume continuous time and an infinitely dense grid of possible source location points, which are obviously not applicable in practice. By assuming that all delays (τ i,c ) can be adequately represented by an integer number of sampling periods and by considering the Nyquisttheorem, the continuous-time variables can be replaced by their discretized equivalents. The question of spatial resolution of the accumulated correlation maps leads to the problem of time-delay imprecision or misalignment of beamformers [29] . The energy map of a beamformer is the visual representation of variations in beamformer output energy versus the coordinates of the point which the beamformer is steered to. The source manifests itself as a peak in the energy map. The map depends on the array geometry and on the spectral content of the signal. The width of the peak in the energy map is, generally, smaller for higher-frequency sources. In [29] , it is shown that there exists an inverse relationship between the peak width in the energy map and the sound wavelength (λ); and it is conservatively estimated that an error in the source position of less than λ/5 will still result in a coherent gain in the beamformed signal. This result is referred to as imprecision heuristic. Since the accumulated correlation map is essentially the same as the energy map of beamformers [12] , the imprecision heuristic can be applied in our case as well. Based on this rule and by considering the maximum allowable spatial resolution, the maximum frequency of the sound signal usable for localization can be determined. The same concept can be applied to mapping the predicted local maxima functions in (14) . In this case, p xi,xj (k) should be redefined as
where Π(τ p − τ q − k) is the value of the lowpass filtered and shifted Dirac delta function at lag k. Lowpass filtering of Dirac delta is carried out in compliance with imprecision heuristic.
Using this modified version of predicted local maxima function, the p RM s,φ,θ maps can be created for the required resolution in (14).
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The test environment
In an attempt to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in a real-reverberant acoustic environment, an acoustic model was built for an auditorium in Pázmány Péter Catholic University (Budapest, Hungary) using the CATT [30] Acoustic simulation software. In the threedimensional acoustic model of the auditorium ( Figure 5 ) a two-dimensional so-called source location plane was defined parallel to the floor at 1.7 m, the average height of common speakers. In practical applications where the height of speakers varies, it could be necessary to define several source location planes parallel to each other. However, in this paper, we do not consider this a problem and assume the height of the speaker to be constant at 1.7 m. The most significant energy portion of speech is around 500 Hz for male and around 700 Hz for female speakers, thus we choose 700 Hz as the highest frequency used for localization. The spatial resolution was determined from imprecision heuristic [29] with resolution of 0.1 m. The set containing the possible source location points (C) was created as nodes of a grid of 0.1 m density defined on the source location plane.
The creation of the predicted local maxima functions requires a priori the impulse response functions from every possible source location points to the microphones. Determination of these impulse response functions by measurements, due to their high number, could be problematic. There are several acoustic modeling softwares [30, 31] available that can be used for predicting the impulse response functions even in a very complex environment. In this work, we have utilized the CATT Acoustic software. The elaboration of the model can be determined along the guidelines described in Section 8.1 by considering the highest frequency used for localization. Based on these assumptions, we took each object of spatial extent more than 1 m in any direction into consideration. In each possible source location point, we distinguished four different speaker directions, with 90
• rotations of the azimuthal degree. The human mouth directivity data used for creating the impulse response functions was created according to the results published in [28] by averaging the directivity data below 1 kHz. According to [28] , we may say that this approximation gives good results for several speakers of different sex. Since the variation of the attenuation level of the mouth is relatively independent of the elevation angle of the head in the region of interest, we did not distinguish different elevation angles, and it was fixed at 0
• to the source location plane. The location of the omnidirectional microphones and the interpretation of the head direction are shown in Figure 6 .
The above procedure resulted in 53891 different acoustic configurations and 323346 impulse response functions. The impulse responses were generated with a maximum of four orders of specular reflections and the predicted local maxima functions were created by considering the fifty strongest reflection paths based on (24) by assuming 25 kHz sampling frequency. The p RM and £ sets were developed by applying a series of gradient searches. For each run, the initial point of the gradient search was chosen from a subset of C, whose 1077 points were equally distributed in the source location plane. The calculation of all the impulse response functions and the 53891 predicted reverberation-effect maps ( p RM ) required less than one day for a Pentium IV class computer. In each experiment, the maximum acceptable accumulated correlation difference was set to 5%, and thus the value of T c was 0.95 at the selection of feasible configuration set ( f C ). Performances of the algorithms were compared on a hypothetical speaker path shown by a dashed line in Figure 6 . In the first part of the path (A 1 -A 2 ), the speaker turns to the wall and moves to point A 2 . This part aims at modeling a lecturer when writing on the blackboard, while speaking to the audience. In the second (A 2 -A 3 ) and the third part (A 3 -A 4 ), speech is directed to the direction of movement. On some parts of this path, condition (12) holds which highlights the extended capabilities of the proposed method; while other parts aim at comparing performance in classical cases when (12) does not hold.
Optimal level of considerable reverberation effect
In order to check the performance of the proposed method, we divided the 27-second-long anechoic recording of an English male speaker into 40 segments. The sample rate of the signal was 25 kHz, the length of each segment was 32768 samples, and the adjacent segments were overlapped with 16384 samples. The microphone signals were synthesized by convolving these recordings with the generated impulse responses of points on the path shown in Figure 6 . The impulse responses used in convolution were generated with eight orders of specular reflections. Performances of the accumulated correlation and the proposed method were measured by using the 700 Hz lowpass filtered versions of the selected segments. In order to examine the global properties of different T r parameters, we computed the root mean square (RMS) localization error along 178 points of the path, and have shown the results in Figure 7 .
Results show that the proposed method decreased the RMS localization error compared with the accumulated correlation method. The optimal value of the considered Z. Fodróczi and A. Radványi reverberation effect is below 55%, because, above this limit, it identifies the source location with more uncertainty. Below this limit, the remaining localization error is caused by the limited capabilities of the applied match measurement induced by the information loss of center of gravities (see Section 5.1). Taking even the smallest peaks into account (below T r = 15%), the performance decreases because the peaks caused by the deviation of the correlation values of the signals are considered to be the effects of reverberation. Examining the results in Figure 8 , a remarkable performance difference can be observed between the two methods, which originates from the parts of the path given when the speaker faces the wall and the condition in (12) holds. On the remaining portion of the path, both methods perform basically the same as detailed in Table 1 . The slightly worse performance of the proposed method when (12) does not hold can be attributed to the imperfections of match measurement detailed in Section 5.1.
Performance in noisy condition
The robustness of source localization algorithms in noisy conditions is an important feature. Several previous studies [2, 9, 32] on source localization, including this paper, assume that noise is uncorrelated across the array although this assumption does not hold in real environments. Correlating noise fields lead to the improved model of the effect of realworld pointlike noise sources such as computer fans, projectors, and ceiling fans. However, few works [33, 34] succeeded in extending the capabilities of existing methods to spatially correlated noise with known statistics, due to its challenging complexity. The current work does not consider the correlated noise problem but examines the robustness of the proposed method applied to uncorrelated noise fields. We have added mutually uncorrelated Gaussian white noise to the microphone inputs which were used in the previous section. The resulting signals with 30 to −10 dB signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) were used to compare the performance of the accumulated correlation method with the performance of the proposed one with T r = 0.55 and T r = 0.25.
The results in Figure 9 show that for low-SNR values, the proposed method gives slightly worse results. The reason is that added noise causes additional local maxima in the crosscorrelation function. Since the effect of reverberation is considered through local property (i.e., local maximum), additional local maxima caused by added noise make the estimation less reliable. A possible solution to this problem could be the integration of the effect of reverberation in certain areas (see the lighter areas in Figure 4) . However, the proper integration of the effect of reverberation at acceptable speed is not a trivial task, and it is not discussed in this work.
Performance in different acoustic environment
The performance evaluation of localization algorithms in different reverberation conditions is a common practice [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In this paper, we use reverberation as an additional cue to make the localization more robust; thus in our case, this task is interpreted as to evaluate localization performance in varying acoustic conditions. The acoustic environment may alter due to the effect of several factors [35] such as humidity, temperature, location of reverberant/absorption surfaces. By considering the typical application area of our algorithm, the first two effects can be ignored since these parameters in everyday conference environment are considered to be constant together with location and wrapping, that is, absorption coefficient of walls and furniture. However, the number of people in the hall may vary from one person to full capacity of the room, thus we have to evaluate the performance of our algorithm as the function of the density of listeners in the auditorium. To analyze the effect of the audience size on the localization performance, we used the acoustic model discussed earlier. We have synthesized records based on the same path (see Figure 6 ), but the absorption coefficient of the audience area was changed to the measured values published in [36] . Using this method, we simulated a density of 2 person/m 2 in the audience area with changing reverberation time (T 30 ) of the auditorium from 3.5 seconds to 1.5 seconds. The localization was performed on microphone signals which were synthesized by impulse responses of the altered room. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 10 where the RMS localization error ratio of the proposed method with T r = 55% to accumulated correlation is depicted. The figure shows that the proposed method tolerates moderate changes in the acoustic environment, due to the fact that its performance basically does not alter.
Speed of convergence
A conventional way of obtaining more reliable location estimates is to aggregate the results of several measurements. The speed of convergence of estimates to the true source location could be an important issue in case of low-quality measurements. In case of the algorithms in question, the accumulation of results of different measurements is done through the aggregation over time of accumulated correlation maps, thus we redefine the notation of £(l) as
where £ i (l) is the accumulated correlation map of the ith measurement computed according to (13) at location l, and L is the sequence number of the last measurement. S controls the number of previous measurements to be considered. The value of S should be set according to the several parameters of application such as the maximum velocity of the moving speaker, the sampling rate, or the length of window on which correlation is computed (2·W). In our experiments, we set S = L to examine the convergence speed of the proposed method. The results of localization algorithms were checked at each location of the path shown in Figure 6 .
The microphone signals applied in this experiment were synthesized by applying the same anechoic recordings we used earlier. In order to examine the evaluation of estimates along the time axis, 27-second-long signals were created for each location (i.e., the speaker spent 27 seconds in each location on the path). The results of both methods were determined after every 32768 samples of the microphone signals for each location on the path. The RMS localization errors computed for each location were averaged along the path in each time instance with the results shown in Figure 11 . The evaluation of location estimates was performed for both clean and noisy signals with a 10 dB SNR.
The results show that the summation of results of several measurements does not change the performance of the accumulated correlation method, since the error caused by joint effect of reverberation and source directivity holds for each measurement. Moreover, it can be seen that a 10 dB SNR in the recorded signals does not alter the performance of accumulated correlation method. The examination of the results of the proposed method on clean signals suggests that localization error is independent on the signal length as its performance does not change during the evaluation. Moreover, it proves that the error of the proposed method is caused by the imperfections of matching measurement between observation and predictions and the error incurred from spatial discretization. Performance evaluation on noisy signals shows that by averaging several measurements, the error introduced by the added noise can be decreased, and the performance of the proposed method can be slightly improved. Nevertheless, it does not exceed the performance of the accumulated correlation method and the speed of convergence is too slow to track speakers in practical applications.
DISCUSSION
Validity of the applied acoustic model
In our work, we have considered the frequency-independent specular sound reflection model that has certain limitations. Using the model in question, good approximations can be achieved when the following conditions hold.
(i) The wavelength of the sound signal is significantly shorter than the extent of the reflector. (ii) The surface of the reflector can be considered to be planar compared to the sound wavelength. (iii) There is no obstructing object along the propagation path the extent of which would be comparable to the wavelength. In cases when the first and the third conditions fail, the edge diffraction effects should be considered, while failure of the second condition implies the importance of modeling sound scattering. By considering a typical conference environment and application profile, we can assume that the third condition holds. The investigation of the remaining factors, however, is an active research area in computational acoustics. Studies related to the problem [37] [38] [39] suggest that the early part of reverberation can be well characterized by the specular reflection model. Since early reflections contain the main portion of energy of the reverberated sound, the applied model is considered suitable for predicting the most disturbing peaks in the cross-correlation function that is caused by delayed replicas of sound. Based on the typical dimensions of the monitored region, the validity of specular reflection model can be evaluated by considering the frequency of the sound signals which are present. In our study, we considered four application environments, listed in Table 2 . In this table, we indicate the lowest-frequency range above which the specular reflection model can be considered to be a good approximation of the real world. For smaller enclosures, the results show that only the higher frequency portion of speech can fit this method. Consequently, the proposed method is more suitable for speaker localization in auditoriums and conference halls.
Computational requirement
The speed of source localization algorithms is a crucial factor, because the typical application profile requires real-time processing. In Table 3 , we summarized the offline and realtime computational requirement of the proposed procedure, the accumulated correlation and the MFA-based methods.
The distinct advantage of the proposed method compared to MFA-based ones is that there is no need to deconvolve the input signal in real-time at each location of the search space, since the effect of reverberation is offline evaluated. On the other hand, this method carries moderate computational overhead compared to the accumulated correlation, owing to local maxima extraction and match measurement. The effect of this latter factor can be controlled through parameter T c creating a feasible configuration set. In our experiments, the number of configurations in this set was 
Algorithm
Offline computation Real-time computation Accumulated correlation [11] --Computation of cross-correlation function -Mapping to a common coordinate system. less than 100 in every case, leaving most of the computational overhead to the gradient search process. Even though, creating the accumulated correlation map can be performed more efficiently than the energy response map of beamformer, the computational requirement of the proposes method is still questionable in cases when three-dimensional search space is considered.
Delay
CONCLUSION
In this work, a novel TDOA-based sound source localization algorithm was presented which integrates a priori information of the acoustic environment for the localization of directional sound sources in reverberant environments. The algorithm utilizes the redundant information provided by multiple sensors to enhance the TDOA performance. By the support of the specular reflection model of sound waves, more reliable localizations can be achieved in the cases when the joint effect of source directivity and reverberation causes traditional methods to fail. The proposed method results in significantly better estimates in case of noise-free signals, while it performs worse in SNR's signals lower than 20 dB. We showed that integration of information from the acoustic environment could be carried out offline with reasonable real-time computational overhead. The validity of the acoustic model applied and the performance of the proposed algorithm in various simulated acoustic conditions were discussed suggesting its usability in conference environment. Although this work demonstrated the importance of directional properties of sound sources and showed an alternative localization framework where a matching of observations to predicted quantities was considered, speaker localization remains to be a difficult problem in a practical noisy environment. Further research is stimulated by the results obtained in this direction to increase performance of source localization algorithms using a priori information of the acoustic environment.
APPENDIX
By substituting (1) to (4) 
